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In this slim volume of 100 pages, the two
worthy doctors, both founder officers of our
archaeological society have distilled the
essence of all that has been writtent
imagined and discovered by casual find or by
planned excavation of Roman Lancaster and its
environs.

Through their day to day contact with
resources at the University and Museumr ds
shown by the extensive biblograPhY' through
their intimate knowledge of the city and
through personal toil with spade and trowel,
this could not but be a well researched
pubtication. This wealth of information they
now present in a diret easy to read style to
appeal to the general lay reader.

Passing from the topography and pre-Roman
occupation of the district, through the
observations of antiquaries, to a record of
the planned excavations of this century' the
book then gets to gri-ps with the problem of
the structure and military occupation of the
successive forts. By examination of
excavation reports, casual finds, association
with other forts and the known history of
Roman activity in Northern Britain a
conjectural account of what was happening on
Castle HiIl from the first to the fifth
centuries is outlined. The authors discuss
the 'keyholet excavations alongside and in

the cellars of Church Street and penny Street
nnd through mapping the casual finds provide
f'ull evidence for the eastern vi-cus. They
rissess the fortrs impact on the local economy
ln relat j-on to transport, industry and
agriculture. Three full appendices deal with
lloman inscriptions found on stone, tile and
lead, with coin hoards and with the analysis
and provenance of some 330 listed coin finds.
There is a re-interpretation of prof.
Itlchmondrs early work on the northern slopes
of Vicarage Fields, where his barrack blolks
are novr are now seen as strip buildings of a
civilian nature. The paucity of evidence
from the 1973 Mitre Yard excavation, owing t<>
erosion and terracing of the eastern slope of
Castle HilI, leads to a suggestion that the
4th century 'fortt *ay have been open on the
north easterly side so that fort, vicus and
harbour mingled in happy confusion hereabouts
north of Church Street and east of old Bridge
Ldn€. As this review is being writen,
Lancaster University Archaeological Unit is
undertaking a water logged excavation on the
south side of Damside Street. So enigmatic
and sparse is the information on the forts.
the vicus and the hinterland that the authors
in their conclusion stress that, in spite of
all they have managed to collate far more has
to be discovered before a fully satisfying
story can be told.
Wtth 36 plates and 11 figures the book is
fully illustrated, but unfortunately some
have been so reduced in size as to strain theeyes of this septuagenarian receiver. To
Lhose readers who look for an authoritative
trnd comprehensive compendium on Roman
Lancaster this is good value for money. you
r;et 5p change from a fiver!
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Lancaster A Century Ago

Published by Landy Publishing, 1990.
Price: 83.60

This small book, like Gaul, is divided into
three parts

The core is a reprint of the Lancaster
section of an 1 BB9 Trade Directory, to which
has been added trade advertising material
from other contemporary sources and a
specially commissioned introductory essay by
James Price.

The Directory section contains thumb-nail
historical sketches of some forty nine local
manufacturing, trade and retail enterprises.
Written in the usual self-confident and
flowery Victorian style these sketches give a
fascinating, albeit incomplete and unbalanced
view of commercial activity in Lancaster a
hundred years ago. Interesting only six
business names survived until recent years,
two being the local breweries!

James Pricer s essay provides a more
comprehensive andr accurate picture of the
social, political and industrial development
of the town in 1889. Following the decline
of its port and the failure to revive the
traditional shipbuilding industry tancaster
had by now entered a new period of industrial
prosperity with the successful and expanding
oilcloth and floorcovering enterprises of the
rival families, Williamson and Storey, who
\^/ere to dominate Lancaster employment and
politics for many years to come.

This publication is a useful addition to
Iocal literature and will be of interest t<>

the general reader as well as the local
history enthusiast.
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Lancaster: A Plctorlal
Andrew White

Publlshed by Phlllimore &
Price: €1 0.95.

Hlstory

Qo 1 990.

Andrew White
a founder
Contrebis.
sl-nce 1983
Archaeology he
and is well
producing this

is well known to the society as
member and former editor of
As Curator of Lancaster Museum

and before that Keeper of
is almost a native of the city
qualified for the task of
volume.

This book consists of 1 68 illustrations,
chiefly photographs plus maps and engravings
each with a short commentary. These together
with a short introduction provide a visual
history of Lancaster. The inclusion of
material on Morecambe and the Lune valley
means that it is the present Lancaster
District which is covered by the titte rather
than the historic borough only.
Illustrations come from a variety of sources
and are of different ages, ranging from the
Speed map of Lancaster (1610) to a photograph
of 1977 showing the West End pier at
Morecambe after the storm. A1t are taken
from the Museumts collection, only the cover
photograph being specially commissioned, and
a number have been published before. In a
work dependent upon the quatity of its
lllustrations for its impact, it is all
lmportant that their reproduction is first
class. Here the publishers have done a good
Job, with each illustration being sharp,
distinct and printed at an adeguate size.
The author in choosing his illustrations was
obviously influenced by his own interests andthe availability of material in the Museumts
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collection. Thus certain themes such as
Housing are overrepresented while other
aspects of Lancaster such as leisure (cinema
and theatre) r education and industry are too
briefly dealt with. A small point, but could
we not have had the photographer and
approximate date on all of the photographs?
We are left wondering for example how many
are by Sam Thompson.

Anyone writing local history knows how
difficult it is to avoid sLressing that which
interests you. Thus, the introduction which
is a masterly sketch of Lancaster spends two
pages on the period up to 1562 and yet
dismisses the canalside mills in three lines!
(Here your reviewer may stand accused of bias
however ) .

However hard one tries to avoid errors it is
almost impossible in a work covering such a
long period not to make the odd one. What is
so notable here is the small number of them.
Thus the Priory Porch (801 was done by Austin
and Paley; St. Peterrs (91) was built to the
designs of E.G. Paley nine years before
Austin joined him; while Geoffrey Boulton
points out that the 'lrouses in South Road and
Bowerham Road" are in fact Bellevue Terrace
on Greaves Road.

These are minor blemishes however and do not
retract from the overall impression one gets
of this book. It is right that these images
of Lancaster should reach a wider audience
and that this work builds upon similar
earlier works by Docton and Penney. The book
is a must for any local historian and should
be on the shelves of all members of the
society.
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